
Why Invoice 
Through BigTime? 
Invoicing through BigTime 
helps you get paid faster.

Is your current invoicing process supporting your 
growth?



Getting paid starts with an invoice, so your 
invoicing automation solution should understand 
how you operate. Join thousands of customers 
that trust BigTime with project-based billing and 
invoicing that works the way you do.


Efficiency
Reduce overhead with 
invoicing based on the 
project information you 
already have in BigTime 


Flexibility
Configurable to work with 
your existing processes and 
report on what’s most 
important to you

Accuracy
A single system to realize 
more revenue without the risk 
of anything falling through 
the cracks 

Simplicity
Streamlined, scalable, user-
friendly, and still advanced 
enough to work the way you 
need it to

Stay on top of your bottom line.



Why Invoice Through BigTime?

Faster to Click-to-Cash
Sending invoices on time gets you paid on time. Eliminate manual calculations by 
automating a variety of pricing models and set client expectations for faster billing 
cycles with your time savings.

Simple to Use
We put in the work upfront, building your business complexities into our system to 
keep complexity out of monthly invoicing. What you’re left with is an intuitive 
system that helps you manage your business.

As Robust as You Need It to Be
BigTime allows you to set up each of your projects differently, so you’re not stuck 
with the same billing style across the board. You have complete control over how 
you invoice, plus we integrate with your favorite accounting system.

Uplevel Your Client Experience
Configure invoices and emails for each client with the format they prefer and the 
details that matter to them. Display budget status, expense receipts, time entry 
notes, and tax rates as needed for a personal touch.

Customer Success
While change can be scary, our team is here to make the transition as seamless as 
possible. With industry-specific best practices in mind, we are invested in helping 
you configure an invoicing process that works for your business.

BigTime Wallet
Customers that invoice through BigTime are able to use BigTime Wallet for 
payment processing. Provide the modern experience your clients expect while 
receiving payment even faster and improving your overall cash flow.

“BigTime Wallet offered us a way to get payments faster from our 
clients, and also eliminate any fees within electronic payments on the 
client end. The ease of creating invoices from time in BigTime and the 
formats were better than almost anything we’ve seen out there.”


Ren Uriarte
PLATT Architecture

Stay on top of your bottom line.
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